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InstItute of southeast asIan studIes

the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies (ISEAS) 
was established as an autonomous organization in 1968. 
It is a regional centre dedicated to the study of socio-
political, security and economic trends and developments 
in southeast asia and its wider geostrategic and economic 
environment. the Institute’s research programmes are the 
Regional economic studies (Res, including asean and 
aPeC), Regional strategic and Political studies (RsPs), and 
Regional social and Cultural studies (RsCs).

ISEAS Publishing, an established academic press, has 
issued more than 2,000 books and journals. It is the largest 
scholarly publisher of research about southeast asia from 
within the region. Iseas Publishing works with many other 
academic and trade publishers and distributors to disseminate 
important research and analyses from and about southeast 
asia to the rest of the world.

about  the ntu alumnI Club

headquartered at the clubhouse in one north, bouna  
Vista, the ntu alumni Club facilitates business  
networking and continuing education for graduates within 
its fraternity. Widely recognised for its pioneering roles 
in technology advancements and innovative ventures,  
the ntu and its alumni play a fundamental role of 
developing a generation that will serve the nation well into 
the 21st century and beyond.   
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“my daughter sarah is into her third year 
of the mechanical engineering programme at ntu.”

— florence tan sok bee, MPE Pioneer

In deCembeR 2010, the Class of 85, the pioneer 
batch of nanyang technological Institute (now known  
as nanyang technological university), celebrated the 

25th anniversary of their graduation with a dinner. the 
question most frequently asked was “hey, what happened to 
you all these years?” It was this question that sparked the idea 
of producing a book to capture our career paths.

the passage of 25 years yielded deep insights as we 
looked back on our engineering education. most of us are 
about 50. some of our children are already in campus. “my 
daughter sarah is into her third year of the mechanical 
engineering programme at ntu. she is following in my 
footsteps,” declared florence tan sok bee proudly. It is time 
to ponder the next lap and prepare to hand the baton over to 
a younger generation of engineers. 

 WhaT ThiS bOOK 
iS abOuT
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One Degree, Many Choices

Producing this book was exciting but far from easy. 
tracking 557 pioneers was a challenge. even when we did 
reach them, convincing them to share their life stories was 
no mean task. some inspired ones contributed but others 
valued their privacy. 

Credit goes to R. sinnakaruppan, President of the 
ntu alumni Club. a key mover behind the book, he sees 
the timeliness of this endeavour. a member of the board of  
several tertiary institutions, he is aware that engineering is 
no longer the degree of choice. Considering how singapore’s 
success is founded on the infrastructure laid by engineers 
including the ntI pioneers, the need to inspire future 
generations to take up engineering is a pressing matter. 
engineers are crucial to any thriving economy. 

over the years, finance-related courses have replaced 
engineering as the course of choice. this seems inevitable 
given singapore’s status as a regional financial hub riding the 
asia boom. Pragmatic young singaporeans flock to where 
the money is, more so when the course is less demanding 
vis-à-vis engineering. the selection of university courses has 
become market-driven.

still, where the bank balance is concerned, the starting 
pay for engineers is not too bad. the 2009 Graduate 
employment survey showed that 90 per cent of nus and 
ntu civil, electrical and mechanical engineering graduates 
earned some $3,000 a month. that is $500 more than a 
business or science graduate. this premium will be sustained 
in a technology-driven global economy. however, for the 
ntI pioneers, money is but one considering factor. hindsight 
tells them that factors such as a stimulating job, work-life 
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 What This Book Is About

balance and employer’s reputation are also important. their 
unanimous mantra: life is short. be true to yourself.

so far, efforts have been made to revive interest in 
engineering talents. Recently, the economic development 
board invested in an eight-week Straits Times spread. every 
week, it featured a prominent engineer in the industry. the 
Institute of engineers singapore invested in workshops with 
secondary schools. our approach in this common drive is 
to use the life stories of our cohort to inspire the reader 
towards engineering. 

this book is written with the 16- to 18-year-olds in 
mind. It is written in a way that is easy to read. It is a story 
book and not a history book. each chapter is capped at six 
pages. this book is not an attempt to tell them what to do. 
We want the sharing of our life stories to inspire them to 
choose engineering on their own accord. time and again, 
these stories illustrated the versatility of an engineering 
education. It provides plenty of career options besides 
engineering. the book title sums up this key strength – One 
Degree, Many Choices. We also want to create awareness among 
their parents and teachers who are influential in shaping 
future careers.

this book does not promise ten easy steps to a prominent 
engineering career. It offers no quick fix for the traumas of 
business cycles as companies downsize and engineers are 
affected. this book is not about the motivation behind our 
decision to study engineering either. the focus is on our 
careers after graduation. We do not want to digress from the 
main goal of getting the reader to see the career benefits of 
an engineering education. the book comprises five sections.
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One Degree, Many Choices

Part I covers events from the birth of ntI to the 
graduation of the first cohort in 1985. We interviewed 
founding President Professor Cham tao soon and founding 
Council Chairman dr michael fam for their insights.

Part II, the body of the book, is a thematic treatment 
of the career choices of ntI pioneers who pursued an 
engineering career. It opens with the semiconductor 
industry upon which many ntI pioneers built their careers. 
the semiconductor was the foundation for the computer 
revolution.

every chapter gives an overview of the industry. an 
overview of the singapore economy over the past 25 years 
is provided in appendix I. It is needed as the pioneers’ 
life stories are intertwined with the developments in the 
singapore economy. Knowledge of the latter gives the 
context to better understand these stories. 

Part III features the 56 gutsy lady ntI pioneers who 
stand out in a male-dominated environment. 

Part IV showcases the non-engineering pursuits of 
many ntI pioneers, providing ample proof of the versatility 
of an engineering education.

Part V is the epilogue. the ntI engineering education 
in the 1980s is a far cry from the one today at ntu. We have 
interviewed the current leaders of ntu to get their thoughts 
on the future of engineering education. the book ends with 
nuggets of advice for the aspiring undergraduate. 

If this book inspires some to take up engineering  
education in general and at ntu in particular, it will have 
achieved its purpose.
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the booK OnE DEgrEE, Many ChOICES captures 
the impact of a government policy made 30 years 
ago. I have a long association with the nanyang 

technological university (ntu) starting from its inception, 
and subsequently in various capacities as the minister for 
education, minister in charge of university education, and 
as Chairman of the International academic advisory Panel 
and Chairman of the national Research foundation.

ntu began as a response to a need. In July 1980, 
the Council on Professional and technical education 
identified the need to significantly increase the number 
of engineers in singapore to enable our economy to shift 
to more high-technology, high value-add activities.

to meet this need, the Council proposed, and the 
Government approved, the establishment of a new institute. 
nanyang technological Institute (ntI) –– ntu’s predecessor 
 –– was set up in 1981 with three engineering schools to educate 

FOReWORD
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One Degree, Many Choices

practice-oriented engineers to run the industries that power  
our economy. 

as singapore grew and prospered, ntI evolved to 
become ntu.  ntu went from being a teaching university to 
one with strong emphasis on both education and research.

Investing in higher education has been an integral part 
of our strategy for economic growth and nation building.  It 
enables our people to fulfil their potential and equips them 
with the skills, knowledge and motivation to seize the 
future. I am heartened to read the detailed contributions 
of the ntI pioneers in virtually every industry that is vital 
to singapore’s development. 

the book is unique because it is not about one 
person but a cohort. the life stories of the pioneer batch 
of ntI engineering graduates mirror the economic 
development of singapore over the past 25 years. during 
this period, the singapore economy went through 
structural changes as old industries were retired and 
new growth sectors developed. the pioneer batch of  
ntu engineering graduates have adapted well and made an 
impact on society. 

the world is now significantly different.  there is more 
competition given the rise of China and India.  there are also 
many new opportunities for singapore and singaporeans 
today.  engineering talent is still relevant to help us innovate 
and adapt, and seize these new opportunities in the region 
and world around us. hence, it is important that some of our 
most talented young people continue to view engineering as 
a discipline of choice.

I hope this book will inspire current and future batches 
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of engineers in a world that is significantly different from  
30 years ago. I congratulate all those who have been involved 
in the production of this book and applaud their contributions 
to our country.

tony tan Keng yam  
President
Republic of Singapore

Foreword
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ReseaRChInG the booK gave us the opportunity 
to catch up with old friends, many of whom we 
have not seen for years. most were willing to give 

their inputs — an affirmation of the bonds forged during 
the three years on campus. We thank them for their strong 
encouragement.

We put on record our deep appreciation to President 
tony tan for penning the foreword. Professor Cham and dr 
fam were generous with their time in sharing their insights 
on the birth of ntI. they were forthcoming in sharing 
little-known events that were previously not convenient 
for disclosure. We are grateful to ntu board of trustees 
Chairman, Koh boon hwee and ntu President, Professor 
bertil andersson for their inputs on ntu engineering 
education going forward. 

We want to also thank the ntu alumni office for sharing 
with us pertinent data related to the 557 graduates from the 
Class of 85. 

a number of people have taken precious time to 
review the book. We deeply appreciate their kind words and 
encouragement.
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finally, we are indebted to those who submitted their 
profiles and critiqued the book. some even managed to get 
their children who are in the target age group to review the 
book. they believe in leaving a legacy worthy of the ntI 
Pioneer engineering Class of 85. thank you.
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“engineering opened many doors for me.”

— alan lim Kok seng, MPE Pioneer

nanYanG teChnoloGICal unIVeRsItY (ntu)  
pioneer alan lim Kok seng’s engineering degree 
was his passport to more than 100 cities in asia, 

europe and the americas over two decades. names such 
as beijing, shanghai, taipei, hong Kong, london, Paris, 
sao Paulo, new York and Washington rolled off easily from 
the tongue of the 49-year-old former exxonmobil global 
marketing manager. “my beijing posting in 1995 put me on 
the global career circuit and started my 12-year overseas 
stint. It was a rollercoaster ride and my family just went 
along without knowing our next destination,” said alan who 
graduated from the school of mechanical and Production 
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engineering (mPe) in 1985. he was among the first batch of 
557 engineering graduates from the nanyang technological 
Institute (ntI) as ntu was known then. at that time, 
engineering was the only discipline offered by ntI.

engineering opened many doors for alan. for one 
thing, exxonmobil recruited him during a campus job fair. 
he credits his ntI training for preparing him for career 
opportunities ranging from engineering, operations, 
marketing to sales at exxonmobil. “the structured mind 
of an engineer will perform far beyond the ambit of the 
engineering field, and if blended with some marketing, 
business and finance training, can be a potent combination in 
achieving one’s career aspiration,” said alan.

this book is the story of the career decisions of a group 
of ordinary people bonded by the common distinctive 
of being pioneers in a new university, a practice-oriented 
one. When they graduated in 1985, singapore went into a 
recession after 20 years of growth. the graduates walked into 
a world of downsizing, re-engineering and restructuring, a 
phenomenon that has become the norm in recent years. their 
diverse experiences over the last 25 years will be instructive 
for aspiring engineers.

the characters in this book aren’t geniuses. they don’t 
have magical powers. these are engineers most of whom are 
singularly ungifted at what you may call brand management. 
some chose fame and scaled the heights in the political and 
commercial arenas. some chose a simple life and appreciate 
the sweet balance between family and work. many have 
gripping tales to share, be it the joy of entrepreneurial 
success or the pain of job loss. others bit the bullet, changed 

One Degree, Many Choices
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Introduction 

careers and got on with life. the versatility that they picked 
up in ntI held them in good stead in an uncertain economic 
climate.

life is about choices. the pioneer batch of 1985 made 
theirs and you are about to make yours. the engineering 
degree specifically prepared the first batch of graduates for 
their careers. If you are thinking about a university degree 
and aspire to take up engineering as a career, this book is 
for you. may you be inspired to emulate the pioneering 
spirit of your predecessors in a globalised and challenging 
environment.




